
Features

home theater seat

Roma Elite

LED cupholder
(comes with LED 
light)

Removable swivel 
table

Dimensions
A - Seat Depth - 22" / 56cm
B - Seat Height - 21" / 53cm
C - Arm Height - 26" / 66cm
     Seat Width - 24" / 61cm

LED light (comes 
with LED cupholder)

 

How We Measure
Height - measured from the highest point of
the back pillow to the floor.
Depth - measured from the front edge of the
seat cushion to the top of the back.
Width - measured from the widest point of
the arm or arm pillow to the widest point of
the opposite arm or arm pillow.
Arm Height - measured from the top of the
arm to the floor.
Seat Height - measured from the crown of
the seat cushion to the floor.

Options to integrate

Accessories

Tablet holder

Grommets for 
accessory options
(see below)

Wireless bass 
shaker

Battery packFlex LED light

Glass holder

 - can be sold & shipped seperately

For leather options see 
the upholstery sheet
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! Hardwood, softwood and engineered wood 
products; all joints pinned & glued for uniformity 
& strength

! Back filled with blown fibre
! Chaise styling for ultimate comfort and 
support in full recline
! Toggle power mechanism
! Stainless cupholder
! In-arm storage box

! Back: 11 or 12 gauge sinuous springs which 
are engineered to provide lasting comfort and 
strength
! Seat: 8 gauge sinuous wire springs for 
superior ride and comfort

Y-cable for battery 
pack

HCM's new Roma Elite Home Theater seat with its 
functional versatility and understated beauty. 
Featuring automotive inspired bucket seating, which 
provides an incredibly comfortable seating surface 
allowing you to sit for hours in complete relaxation. 
This model offers an arm storage compartment great 
for your different accessories or add on the optional 
removable swivel tray table or tablet holder, the storage 
configurations and options for the Roma Elite are 
endless. 
This model also offers optional blue LED lighted 
cupholders and baserail for a true cinematic 
experience. 
Turn up the excitement and have the optional wireless 
bass shaker installed and feel all the action firsthand. 
Choose from a variety of colours and materials in either 
leathers or fabrics.
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1E

36 x 39 x 44"
91 x 99 x 112cm

3E RHF arm
Power recliner
30 x 39 x 44"
76 x 99 x 112cm

7E RHF wedge
Power recliner
36 x 39 x 44"
91 x 99 x 112cm

2E LHF arm
Power recliner
30 x 39 x 44"
76 x 99 x 112cm

6E RHF arm, LHF wedge
Power recliner
41 x 39 x 44"
104 x 99 x 112cm

5E LHF arm, RHF wedge
Power recliner
41 x 39 x 44"
104 x 99 x 112cm

8E Armless
Power recliner
24 x 39 x 44"
61 x 99 x 112cm

9E LHF wedge
Power recliner
36 x 39 x 44"
91 x 99 x 112cm

Power recliner

Popular Configurations

2 SEATS CURVED (5E/3E)
71 x 71"
180 x 180cm

2 SEATS STRAIGHT (1E/3E)
66 x 67"
168 x 170cm

3 SEATS STRAIGHT (1E/3E/3E)
95 x 67"
241 x 170cm

3 SEATS CURVED (5E/7E/3E)
106 x 71"
269 x 180cm

4 SEATS STRAIGHT (1E/3E/3E/3E)
125 x 67"
318 x 170cm

4 SEATS CURVED (5E/7E/7E/3E)
139 x 75"
353 x 191cm

4 SEAT STRAIGHT (2E/2E/3E/3E)
119 x 67"
302 x 170cm

2 SEATS STRAIGHT (2E/3E)
59 x 67"
150 x 170cm

4 SEATS CURVED (2E/9E/7E/3E)
129 x 71"
328 x 180cm
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home theater seat

Roma Elite


